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Santa Fe, N. M., March 10 The
expected message from the governor
vetoing the district attorney salary
bill reached the house this afternoon
at 3 o'clock. The governor holds that
the salaries fixed in the hill all are
too high. He believes that $3,000 a
year is sufficient for an district attorney.
Following is the veto message:
To the honorable speaker and
members Qf the house of representatives:
I
retu n herewith,
Gentlemen:
without my approval, house bill i.o.
124, an act relative to the salaries
,
of district attorneys.
The salaries of the district atton
neys of the various juticial districts
are fixed in this bill as follows:
One county, $2,750.
Three counties, $4,000 ep-iOne county, $i,2o0.
Three counties, $4,500 each.
The salary of the attorney general
of the state is fixed in the constitution at $4,000, and he has to (reside in
Santa Fe and devote his entire time
to the duties of tne offiie. The district judges receive a salary of $4,500
a year and are expected to devote
their entire time to the office and are
necessarily precluded from practice
in the court, as is also the attorney
general.
Besides the salary for district attorneys their actual traveling expenses are paid by the state. They
are in no way precluded from civil
practice in the courts, In fact, being
district attorney is ail advantage and
usually does advance a civil practice.
Now if the sums allowed the various district attorneys are to be considered net it seems to me unquestionable that most of them are too
high. If it is expected that they
will hire assistants from thic sum to
help in the discharge of th duties of
the office the bill should, in my opinion, separate the salary of the district
attorney from that of his assistant
or assistants. 1 believe that this is the
correct principle and that the taxpayers have a right to know whom
they are paying for the work done
in the district attorney's office.
It seems to me that $3,000 annually, with traveling expenses, would be
ample compensation for any district
'
attorney with some provision for the
employment of an assistant.
Respectfully yours,
w. c. Mcdonald,
Governor.
As soon as the message had been
read to the house Mr. Chavez moved
that the bill be again placed ou its
passage, the objections of the governor to the contrary notwithstanding.
The vote resulted .27 in the affirmative and 19 m the negative. The mas
the
jority being less than
executive
the
bill failed to pass over
disapproval.
No Extra Session,
That there will be no extra session of the legislature and no county salaries bill unless it be on the
govlines of the McCoy or
ernor's bill was the information given out today by those close to Governor McDonald.
A compromise bill carrying salaries
substantially lower than those of the
finance committee bill recently vetoed by the executive was this morn
ing submitted to the governor by one
of the democratic senators, who
to act 8 an cinlsDury for the
republican majority In bolli lione,
two-third-
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there is a collar of uncompromising soft j)oint d'esprit with figures like
those in the Valenciennes design. One
severity.
not the
Open necks may be round, square or blouse of this material has

char-itlTSs-
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OLD NEW YORK

New York, March 10. The police
graft investigations, official and unofficial, continue to bring to light an
incredible amount of evidence of U
equally incredible corruptness of the
The
New Pork police department
confessions of Ashley Shea, who had
been one of the Intermediaries between the men "higher up" In the
police department and the gamblers
and keepers of disorderly houses, have
caused a score of gamblers In Harlem to disappear from the city after
Two
closing their establishments.
of New .York, Low and McClelland, appeared as witnesses before
the Curran investigating committee
and it appears from their testimony
that they had knowledge of the corruption among the police officials. In
view of this it seems strange that
Mayor Gaynor managed to remain in
blissful ignorance of the rottenness
ol his police department as must be
inferred from his statements to the
press and before the investigating
committee. Even now he Beems unsomewilling to admit that there is
the
with
police
thing radically wrong
a
department. MudraklngMs neither
ocnor
elevating
particularly pleasant
cupation and District Attorney Whitman's job is by no means enviable;
but somebody had to do the work, and
Mr. Whitman has shown by his fearlessness and efficiency that he is the
right man for his position.

With them are wide, flat slightest trimming or "ullnesa except
collars o't embroldertd linen coverng in the back, where there is a tiny bit
the shoulders, high Medici collars of to cover the opening and make It look
of like a narrow plait. The entire thing
lace, narrow frilled fichus, collars
in one piece, the sole garnish
Bulgarian embroidery, round collars ia made
a being little button studs of black velor
folds,
careless
in
He
of lace that
collar which continues into a revers, vet in two rows at the throat, both
on the wrists. The
curving to end in a point at one side back and front, and
cut
and
low
the
is
case
neck
round, with cord
In
line.
waist
the
of
cellar begins at the right side of the ing of the lace in three rows. A n
con
neck, which is open in front it goes tlceable feature of this blouse
around the back and hangs like a sists of the sleeves made all In one
piece, with no extensions whatever. It
stole at the left side of the front.
Brocaded sleeves, different in both is as though the entire thing had been
color and material from the rest of molded together.
The idea of long lines and simplicthe costume, are shown in several models. A costume of silk brocade in ity of decoration of skirts and blouses
the shade known as mie de pain, or ia repeated in hats and coiffures.
bread crumb, has sleeves of silk cash- Never were heads arranged more semere of another brocade design in verely or more becomingly. And the
several tones of Oriental blue. In all little hats that pose themselves so
oases these contrasting sleeves are prettily, only carry out the idea that
Is most adorned.
long. The material of the walBt it beauty unadorned
Hats of dark colored straw are
self continues without a seam down a
third of the way from the shoulder bound with braids of straw, silk or
to the elbow, the brocaded sleeve cotton in bright colors. On binding
emerging from under this abortive be. which will probably be much used aB
e
the season advances is of fine straw
ginning. A costume of sole tan
has not only the sleeves but in red, blue, green and brown, woven
also a sort of vest, very loose and in the form of vinelike sterna with
open, of creep brocade in tan and dull bright colored blossoms.
a long
shows
A new silk waist
green. Another gown, in this case of
white slik crepe, was tbe sleeves oC sleeve reaching well over the hand
white foulard, with a printed pattern with a row of small glass buttons In
in Chinese blue.
the color of the silk reaching from
The artificial flowers which have hand up sleeve seam for three Inches.
been so universally worn are now Above this a frill of lace is fastened
climbing to a higher position, being tn the sleeve seam for another three
placed In many instances quite above inches. This arrangement has the
the line of the bust. Another detail advantage of keeping the frill out of
of change is found in the wrist frills harm.
A negligee of crepe de chine In oys
which no longer wander up the back
of the sleeve.
ter white made with a long point In
One hears a great deal of talk about back and two long points in front
the "Balkan colors,", but the phrase which reach almost, to the hem of the
a latitude petticoat is embroidered with big butseems to be used .with
which embraces almost any group of terflies worked in gray,
blue, tan,
contrasting shades. The Balkan col- green and pink floss in lovely dull
restfulness
ors are really the primtive ones, red, shades.
The dreamy
green, blue and yellow. Hut they are which this negligee suggests is renot the most violent shades of those freshing.
colors. In every case the tone is
Not very long ago it was said that
subdued in a characteristic fashion. the magpie effects -- combinations in
The red is a sort of brick red, not an black and white were not to continue
ugly brick, but a soft warm shade. in fashion; but the spring showing
The blue and the green are dull tones, in shoes, parasols, neckwear, street
but, nevertheless, not lifeless. The suits, house frocks, shirt waists,
yellow is the least modified, but, it, blouses and even stockings contains
With these more combinations of black and white
too, has lost its edge.
colors, black is almost always pres- than ever.
ent more or less conspicuously.
An effective use of the two colors is
,A cotton
stuff known as Summer made in a collar, vest and cuff set
brocade is one of the newest wrinkles of chiffon. The chiffon is arranged
of fashion and will make attractive in bias folds, first a fold of white, then
tailored suits for late spring models. one of black, crossing each other dia
The material Is dainty and pretty, yet gonally in the middle of the vest, at
looks just what it is, cotton lmlta- - the back of the collar and at the side
of the cuff. The result is a striped
effect, but the black stripes are softened by the edge of white stripes
which extends under them and the
white stripes are made less startling
by the black under them.
to
Hlack and white gloves seem
May be Means of Absorbing have established their claim to conDisease Germs in Most
sideration, lilac k gloves, stitched, buttoned and cuffed with white, and black
Unexpected Manner.
pipings stitcliings, buttons and cuffs
on white gloves are found in all the
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fending couples will first be warned
and on a second offense will be put
off the floor. If members of the regiment are among the offenders, charges
before
the regimental delinquency
court will follow.
A boy of

five years in South

Or-

a

ange, N. J., was killed by hailstones
the other day. The hailstones did not
kill him by their weight or the force
of their fall, but hy causing an attack
of acute Indigestion. The boy, after
the fashion of children, gathered up
a handful of the hailstones and greedl-ilswallowed them. The sudden chill
caused a congestion of the stomach
and the boy died a few hours later.

costume.

son-in-la-

Our Spring line of Millinery is of such size and variety as to enable you to. select a perfectly satisfactory hat which will harmonize with your Easter gown and insure that last touch of completeness so
much desired by all.

Prices are exceptionally low and qualities the greatest
these beautiful creations and let us show you the

The research laboratory nf The Swift
Specific Co. has colleetoit a vast amount
if information regiinlliiK the spread of
Mood dliseases. In thourwinrin of Instances
the most virulent tynea have been the result of coming In contact with disease
i;erm In public places, and the apparently Insignificant pimple has been the
cause. It Spreads with astonishing rapidity, often infecting the entire system
in a few days.
It is fortunate, however, that there Is
ii ivmcdy to cope quickly and thoroiiKlily
h :nch a condition, and thanks to the
tho famous
of its producers
i:,irt
K.
h. may now be had at almost any
drug t'ture tn the civilized world.
Tills preparation stands alone among
It
H8 a blood purifier.
Hperilte remedie
,
Is somewhat
revolutionary In its
since It accomplishes all that was
ever claimed for mercury, Iodides, arsenic
and other destructive mineral drugs, and
yet It t absolutely a purely vegetable
product. There are m ro cases of articular rheumatism, locomotor ataxia, paresis, neuritis and similar diseases resultant from the use of minerals than from
These facts are
disease germs direct.
brought out In a highly interesting book
compiled by the medical department of
The Swift Specific Co., J "7 Swift llldg.,
Atlanta. Ga. It is mailed free, together
with a ppei ial letter of advice to all who
tire H'ruggllliiS with a Wood disease.
of
I a $1.1'"
bottle of H. S. 8.
It will surpriso you with
your dnigc:-lblood.
lu
action
the
I, j vv,:U.i:..I
,

compo-Hltlon-

y

d

$52,-00-

Come in and ste

Laa Vecyta'LoadinStore

NEW

LATEST

S.(xsemjnM4 Son

WOOLTEX

Garment! lor
Women

Established

Garden, New Vork.

Saturday.
Annual tournament of International
Bowling association opens in Minne.
apolis.
Northwestern Intercollegiate gymnastic championships at University of
Minnesota.
Annual meeting or National
of Amateur Oarsmen, New
York City
Annual indoor track and field mait
of Missouri Athletic club, St. Louis.
"Knockout" Brown vs. Bud Anderson, 20 rounds, at Vernon, Cal.
Danny Goodman vs. Steve Ketchel,
6 rounds, at Aurora, 111.
Asso-clatoi-

n

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

4
Santa Fe, N. M., March 10 Articles
of incorporation were filed in the
state corporation commission's office
by the Sunshine Creamery company,
with offices at Albuquerque, and John
Fleming as statutory agent The company is capitalized at $50,000 divided
into 500 shares. The incorporators
10 shares;
are, E. E. Van
Horn,
James B. Herndon, 2 shares, and John
Fleming, 10 shares. E. E. Van Horn
is president of the company.
Mr.
Van Horn is well known in Santa Fe
where he formerly resided and his
friends here wish him abundant success with his creamery. Mr. Van

PR1NTZESS

Garment

for

Women

South SicUPLaja

186

association at
legiate Gymnastic
Princeton.
Opening of annual bench show of
Pasadena Kennel club, Pasadena, Cal.
Gunboat Smith vs. Bombardier
Wells, 10 rounds, Madison
Square

Horn has been running a creamery
successfully for some months, but now

that he has incorporated his business
even greater success may await him.

Water Applications
The following water applications
have been filed with the state engi-

neer:
Nos. 752 and 753

RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE
Cleevland, O., March 10. The tenth
annual conference of the Religious
Education association, which assembled in this city today for a four
days' session, has brought together a
notable gathering of church workers
and leaders in moral and political progress from many sections of the United States and Canada. As its name
implies, the association is made up of
leaders of all Protestant bodies, and
corresponds to the National Education association in the secular field.
The conference this year has selected "Religious Education and Civic

Thomas S.
from Gutierrez
Dray and Blue Creek,
asking three
second feet to irrigate 471 acres by
storage and diversion; also for railroad and engineer purposes.
No. 754 Burgis G. Coy and John
J. Herring, of Aztec, for 100 second
feet to irrigate 33,500 acres from La Progress" a its general theme. Under
Plata River by storage and diversion. this head there will be discussed a
wide range of subjects, such as religion in social settlements, children
MANY A SUFFERING
WOMAN
Drags herself painfully through her and church worship, religious training
daily tasks suffering from backache, in professional schools, methods of
headache, nervousness, and loss of moral
training in the elementary
sleep, not knowlne her ills are due
to kidney and bladder troubles. Foley schools, religious education and the Y.
Kidney Pills give quick relief from M. C. A., moral development through
pain and misery, a prompt return to penal Institutions, the sane teaching
health and strength. No woman who of
eugenics and sex hygiene, the
suffers can afford to overlook Voley
of the church for home
O.
Pills.
r.nd
Q. Schaefer
Kidney
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
education, the cht'rch as an agency
for civic progress, Sunday schools and
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD high school students, the
newspaper
but never follows the use of Foley's and the moral
welfare of children, and
and
Tar
Honey
It stops
Compound.
the cough, heals the sore and inflam- the need of educating parents for the
ed air passages, and strengthens the vocation of parenthood.
The genuine is In u yellow
lungs.
package with beehive on carun. Re- KENTUCKY WOODMEN TO MEET.
fuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and
Henderson, Ky, March 10. EveryRed Cross Drug Co. Adv.
thing is in readiness for the entertainment of the fourth o'ennial conMany sufferers from rheumatism
have been surprised and delighted vention of the Kentucky head camp
with,.. the prompt relief afforded by of the Woodmen of the World, which
applying Chamberlain's Liminent. Not will meet here tomorrow for a sesone case of rhertmatism In ten resion of two days. An attendance of
quires any internal treatment whatever. This liminent is for sale by about 1,500 delegates and visitors is
all dealers. Adv.
expected.
for waters

For Head aclie Nervousness
andoxJtsacRacfie due to disorder
fiidneys and Bladder
CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00
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Frank Springer,
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President.
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D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis. Ass't. Cash.
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LAS VEGAS

Interest PeJd On Time Deposits

LASVEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK
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-
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S3O.000 00

i

Office With Hie San Miguel National Bank

0

Oxford-Cambridg-

possible for the money.

NeweHt Gage Model

t

Bid Farewell to All Blood and Skin
Diseases.

A

What is Satisfactory Millinery? Millinery shaped along the newest style lines trimmed In the most
approved fashion, combining style with quality and harmonizing with the rest of the costume.

y

There are several organizations of
church people in this city who make
spasmodic efforts from time to time to
stop all Sunday entertanments at the
theaters. Every time one of these societies has one of these periodic attacks of Sabbathism, the police authorities respond by closing up some
of the vaudeville houses. Lately,there
has been a tacit understanding that
all singing and talking acts, provided
the performers did their acts in ordinary costume, would be permitted and
only costume plays, dancing and aero
batios would be .barred on Sundays. It
is not quite clear upon what reasonable ground this distinction is made,
but it is made and the various vaude
ville houses are finding it quite difficult to find enough singing performThe annual report for 1912 of .the
ers for their regular Sunday bills.
Jewish Agricultural and Industrial
some
contains
Aid society of this city
wheh wll
interesting information
probably be surprising to a great many STOMACH STARVERS
persons. It shows that Jewish farmers are fast becoming an important
EAT ANYTHING NOW
part and factor in the agricultural life
of this country. According to the figures of the report there are about
n INDIGiESTIO NOR UPSET STOM
7,500 Jewish farming families, with
ACH FOR "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
in
an aggregate of about 37,000 souls,
USERS
has
The
society
the United States.
been established to promote farming
Every yiiar regularly more than a
among Jews and to give financial as- million stomach
suffers in the United
sistance to JewiBh families who wish
Eii gland
and Canada take
States,
to become farmers. During the past
Diapepsin, and realize not only
Pape's
aggress
loans
made
year the society
but lasting relief.
- immediate,
ing $1,494,437 to 2,266 farmers occupyharmless preparation will di
This
dis
were
lgn j 886 farms. The loans
gest anythipg you,eat and overcome
tributed over 28 states of the Union a
stomach
sour, gansy or
The
covovnl nanadian wovinces.
five minutes afterwards.
farmers
largest number of Jewish
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
with whom the society has had deal or what
ysu eat lies like a lump of
Connecticut
ings live in New Jersey.
in yoir stomach, or if you ha7e
lead
comes next in numbers, their New
heartburn, that is a sign of indiges
York and then North Dakota. The tion.
society has also supplied Jewish farm
Get from your pharmacist a fifty-cen- t
laborers to many farmers in various
iase of Pape's Diapepsin and
parts of the country and the men sup take a done just as soon as you can.
plied are reported to have given good There vill be no sour risings, no
satisfaction.
belching ct undigested food mixed
with acll, no stomach gas or heartMother-in-lajokes have gone out burn, fullness or heavy feeling in the
of fashion but that does not prove that stomach, nausea, debilitating head
and
the relatons between
aches, diatiness or intestinal griping.
mother-in-laare always perfectly This will all go, and, besides, there
P. A. Stlllwell, a book will he no sour food left over In the
harmonious.
keeper employed at the Waldorf, had stomach ti poison your breath with
been courting a young lady who had nauseous odors.
several other admirers, for some time.
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
The other day he persuaded her to for
stomachs, because it
meet him secretly down town and to takes hold of your food and digests It
go with him to the Little Church just the same as if your stomacb
Around the Corner, where they were wasn't there.
married. After the marlage Stlllwell
Relief in five minutes from all
communicated with his mother-in-lastomach misery is waiting for you
by telephone and broke the news to at any drug store.
her. She expressed herself "delight
These large fifty cent cases contain
ed," which rather surprised Stlllwell more than sufficient to thoroughly
as she had been opposed to his aspi cure almoiit any case of dyspepsia, inshops.
rations. She asked him to come to digestion ,ir any other stomach disorBlack and white combinations, al her house with his wife and he ac- der. Adv.
though extensively seen, must yet be cepted the invitation. When he arriv
used with care. Hlack worn by itself ed at the house later in the afternoon,
and while worn alone are not giddy; however, two men, one of whom was
but the combination is always strik- a rejected suitor for the hand of Mrs.
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
ing, sometimes appallingly so, and it Stlllwell, received him In the hall and
FOR THE WEEK
must be made in nice proportion to pave him a terrific beating. Stlllwell
4
be In good taste.
is still wondering whether his mother-Cut brocaded velvet and heavy silk
had arranged the little surprise
Monday,
plush with Bllver filigree fastenings or whether the encoutner was acci
Charley White vs. Pal Moore, 10
make handsome bags for the middle-age- dental.
rounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
woman.
They are capacious
Freddie Daniels vs. Jimmy Murphy,
enough to hold handkerchief,
Helen A. Dewitt lost, her mother at 8 rounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
or lorgnette, coin purse and the time of her. birth 14 years ago.
Spike Kelly vs. 'Wildcat'' Ferns,
other small articles.
Six years ago her father died and her 10 rounds, at Kansas City.
Silk and plush pnn'seB, something uncle, Joslah. A. Dowltt, was appointed
.lack McCarron vs. Tommy Conlike the reticules carried by women a her guardian. For the maintenance
nors, 6 rounds, at Scranton, Pa.
generation or two ago, purses about and education of the girl $12,000 a
Leach Cross vs, Joe Mandot, 10
ten Inches long and three Inches year was allowed from the estate but
at New Orleans.
rounds,
at each end and a recently the girl's guardian asked to
wide, with a cla-sTuesday.
steel ring in the center to slip over Increase the amount to $20,000 a
Opening of annual bench show of
the finger, are especially convenient year, ns the girl was now 14 years of Central Ohio Kennel club, Columbus,
to carry in the muff.
age and $12,000 a year was no longer Ohio.
Leather bags frequently have han sufficient for her maintenance and
Young .Tlrown vs. Jimmy Duffy, 10
dles of silk cords and velvet and che education. The increase was allowed rounds, at Rochester, N. Y.
nille cords. A new- - handle ia made of by the surrogate's court. The income
Wednesday.
black taffeta silk shirred over heavy from tho estate ig estimated at
Annual tournament for Canadian
a year.
cord.
amateur racket championships opens
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
in Montreal.
Colonel William F. MorriB,
comFreddie Hicus vs. Howard Morrow,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS manding the Ninth Coast artilley dis- 10 rounds, at Syracuse, N. Y.
Your druggist will refund money II trict, N. G. N. Y., is strongly opposed
Thursday.
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure anj to the "turkey trot," "bunny hug" and
boat race
Annual
or
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
similar freak dances and has Issued on tbe Thames river, England.
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. E0c orders prohiibling thuse dances m the
Friday.
Annual cliampioiinhips of Intercol- Hongs in every home. Adv.
regimental balls from now on. Of

i

Millinery is, undoubtedly, the most essential portion of the Easter costume- - without
will furnish that contentment and self satisfaction which is necesary to the Easter
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FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
popular pastime nowadays with continental aviators would seem to be flying trips
by night over England. Daring air
pilots In Germany or France leave
their moorings at dusk, speed over
the channel, and then circle over
British cities and forts, flashing their
lights to mystify and alarm the peothem. With the first indiple beh-dawn the adventure comes
of
cations
to an end. The prowling birdman
heads for home, houses his machine
before the sun is well up, and leaves
the officials of England to report his
Incursion to the war office in LonLondon,

March 10.

A

don.

Reports of these night visits became so general, and were at tne
same time so disconcerting, that the
government finally took official ac-- j
tion and passed a bill prohibiting the
passage of aircraft over certain spe
ified areas. Aircraft violating this
regultion will be flrel' on and otherwise warned away. The bill was Introduced Into the house of commons
by Colonel Seeley, secretary of war,
and It passed through ail Its stages
at one sitting, without discussion. It
went to' the lords the day before recess, and passed that
just as
hurriedly. How the measure is to be
enforced has aroused considerable Interested speculation. The bill authorizes the proper officers, after giving a prescribed warning, to fire at
any aircraft infringing this law, and
to us any and every other means to
prevent infractions. The government
is providing "sky guns" to repel
these aerial trespassers and it will
also have the services of the naval
aeroplanes and hydroplanes and the
flying fleet oi the rmy, which consists of about a dozen aeroplanes and
three small airships.
Experts have very grave doubts
whether these precautions wil'i be
sufficient to prevent the midnight visColonel Seeley, in introducing
its.
the bill, said It was not aircraft belonging to foreign governments that
were aimed at, but mischievous private persons, possibly from overseas,
who might "hover over places where
there are combustile stores, to the
great inconvenience of the people of
the country."
What gave rise to the action of the
government were reliable reports, in
some cases from army officers, that
aircraft had been seen over Dover,
Sheerness, Portsmouth and Liverpool, and on at least two occasions
as far west as Cardiff, always at
night. The first visits were paid in
October and they have continued up
to the present time. At first there
was an inclination to make light of
them, or to ascribe the moving lights
and the noise of the propeller to
some airship privately owned in England. But investigation showed that
this could not be, and now the government places the blame on privately owned foreign airships.
Some people, however, discard this
assumption, and declare that at least
one of the aerial visitors came from
.Borkum, the German fortress nearest the English coast. From Borkum
it would be a very simple matter for
a modern airship to pass over the
North Sea and even right across England, as in the case of the ship that
flew over Cardiii, and be back at
her base before morning. Those who
claim to have evidence that this
flight was made from Borkum go
further and say that the German government has several airships at Em- -'
den, and that when a flight over
England is projected one of these
craft is taken to Borkum and the
start made from there.
According to official returns Germany had 12 airships of large dimensions at the end of 1912, and it is Believed that she has added to this
number since. There are also 10 privately owned airships in Germany.
Against these England has three air
ships of very small dimensions, and
one large airship now under construction in Germany. England has a
greater number of aeroplanes than
Germany, however, and when a prospective battle in the air is discussed
British officers argue that an aeroplane, acting as a destroyer, could
very easily put a night prowling airship out of business.

tered and to vote in respect of a
household qualification; i. e., as Inhabitants or occupants of dwelling
houses; and (2) the wives of such
inhabitant occupiers, residing on the
same premises as their husbands.
The bill would restrict the franchise
to women over 25 years of age. This
bid would
receive the support of
those members of the cabinet w'ho
support the vote for women.
Of the other suffragists
in the
house, the unionists would not go so
far as the liberals and the laborites
would go further. The former support what is known as the conciliation bill, which confers the vote on
women property owners or women
who occupy houses ' Independently.
The labor party is out for adult suffrage for both men and women. They
point out that either of the other
bills would shut out thousands of
working girls and women who reside
with their parents, or at any rate
have no independent place of residence.

The liberals intend to frame their
bill so that amendments can be Introduced, and the house given an opportunity of deciding which. If any,
form of suffrage they wish to extend
to women.
The report has again been revived
that Mr. Asquith is preparing to resign the premiership and that before
long he will return to the house of
lords. There is no doubt that he
would like to resign and get out of
the turmoil of politics, but it is just
as certain that he will not give up,
unless, of course, forces to do so,
until the home rule bill finally becomes law, which, except for accidents, It should do In May, 1914. Mr.
Asquith has pledged himself to do
his best to give Ireland self government, and besides he Is anxious that
his name shou'id be identified with
the accomplishment of this measure
as Mr. Gladstone's was with its advancement. Some of the proposals
of the radical members of his cabinet are not altogether to his liking,
and latterly he has found it more and
more difficult to curb some of them.
So that when home rule becomes an
accomplished fact, and the end of
the present parliament affords the
opportunity, it is expected that he
will hand over the reins to some
younger man.
Paris, March 10. Referring to the
tragic end of Captain Robert F.
Scott on his recent voyage to the
South Pole, M. Schrader, the emin-n- t
French geographer, expresses the
opinion that the death of the English
explorer is the last act .n the drama
of the Polar point obsession, which
has caused the loss of so many lives.
The discoveries of Peary, Amundsen and Scott have at 'iast removed
the imperative desire of scientists to
find the poles, M. Schrader declares,
and leave the way clear for a considerable and important task, the results of which will be far reaching.
This consists in establishing a chain
of circumpolar observations, a vast
system of scientific "monasteries,"
international In character.
The atmosphere and marine currents which circulate, winter and
summer alike, round the pole perpetually mix water and air. The cold
waters descend toward the south,
carrying quantities of ce, and are
continually replaced by masses of
warmer water which come from the
Atlantic. Above these ice fields,
floating toward the south, hovers a
layer of cold air ever falling on to
the frozen mass beneath, as a heavy
syrup drops and remains at the bottom of a glass of water. In their turn
the sea breezes push and stir up this
mass of cold air, lift It from its Icy
bed, and send it to cool America and
j

Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, Otto H.
Hyde
Kahn, J. P. Morgan, James
and James Stillman are some of the
Americans who have joined Monsieur
Gabriel Astruc in building the Theater Champs Elysee, the most beautiful playhouse In Paris. These are all
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These cold masses of air, as scon
as they come in contact with the tepid atmosphere of the Atlantic, condense the moisture, precipitate rain,
and brew tempests. Thus, by develof the
oping an accurate knowledge
courses of the lee .fields, by following
them In their southward course and
of their
observing the phenomena
slow fusion in the middle of the Atfore-tollantic, It would be possible to
to a great extent, the force of
the winds, the alternation and character of the seasons, and the likelihood of drouth or wet. Warning
against atmosphere dangers could be
given, and there would be ample time
to adopt such precautions as circumstances dictated.
l,

of the
Those liberal members'
house of commons who support women's suffrage have agreed upon a bill
which will be Introduced at the next
session of parliament, but they have
not been successful in getting the
unionists and luborltes, who also believe in giving the vote to women, to
net with them. In fact there is a very
wide difference of opinion among the
suffragists as tr how broadly 1h9
franchise snould be extended in the
case of women.
The bill of the liberal suffragists
would confer the parliamentary franchise on (1) women, whether married or unmarried, who, if they were

CLASSY VAUDEVILLE SHOW TONIGHT

TO

men, would be entitled to be regis-

Europe.

good many other persons well
I,
known in England, France and GerGUARDS&1EN
many. The committee of patrons includes the queen of the Belgians, the
prince of Monaco, . e Grand DuchA CHANCE
ess Vladimir, the duches of Genoa,
the crown princess oi Rounianla,
Prince Louis Ferdinand of Bavaria,
ADVANCE
the duchess of Portland and the duchess of Rutland.
The theater, which will be opened
f
April 2, will oe devoted to the whole SEVERAL POSITIONS AS SECOND
art
range of musical and tiramatlc
LIEUTENANT ARE VACANT IN
and classic and modern operas. The j
MARINE CORPS
'
' ' ) f f i
building will contain two auditor
-"I
i iums, one seating 3,000 and the othSanta Fe, X. At., March 10. Memer 600 people.
bers of the national guard are eligible
for examinations for second lieutenant
That energetic organization known in the United States marines, accordas the "Old Paris Committee,' whose ing to a letter received by Adjutant
mission is to preserve as much os , General A. S. Brookes today, in which
possible of the antiquities of the city he is informed that there are 14 vac
and its beauties, has taken up the ancies In the marine service with rank
t
i ' 1
I,
and
illuminated
of
',
obtrusive
t 1 it-"- .
question
of second lieutenant and that examiother advertising devices which disfig- nations will be held for applicants.
ure so many buildings In this city. The adjutant general is communicat
-t- that steps
They have concluded
TiiiDEV-ll7f i""r
ing with several officers of the nation
busito
should how be taken
prohibit
al guard who may feel inclined to
ness houses in such centers of inter- take examinations for the
positions.
est at the Place Vendome and the The communication is as follows:
(
Champs Elysees from placing perpen"met
Washington, D. C, March 1, 1313.
3
dicular signs on their establishments. Sir:
It, ( ..
The committee condemns luminous
I have the honor to inform you that
signs in every form. An effort' is the navy department has directed the
also to be made toward abolishing
convening of boards of officers on
STAGE SETTING FOR TARLTON AND TARLTON.
the display of goods outside store
Monday, July 14, 1913, for the purpremises.
Tonight at the Browne theater will
pose of holding competitive examinaof young men between the ages occur the first appearance of
tions
y
The attention of Prince Nicolas of of 21
and 27 years, for the purpose of
circuit vaudeville in Las
Salonof
Greece, military governor
'
filling the vacancies in the grade of Vegas. A good) bill has been arranged
ika, having been drawn to a passage second
United States ma- for by Managers Duncan and Browne.
lieutenant,
in a book of Pierre Loti's, in which
rine corps. These examinations will The Melrose Comedy Four, Tarlton
t i
the author says that officers of the lie held in
D. C, San & Tarlton, and
Washington,
the
Raymond,
novelty
French warship Bruix cou'id testify
Francisco, Calif., and in other cities acrobatic Juggler, will furnish the
to having seen Greek and Servian
if the number of. applicants will justi- evening's entertainment. These same
soldiers gouge out the eyes of Turkthe expense involved.
fy
performers will show tomorrow night
his
ish prisoners, the prince sent
X
The marine corps consists of 345 in the Duncan opera house. Tonight's
staff
officer, Major Vlachopoulo,
chief
I
9,921 enlisted men, and Is show will begin promptly at 7:30
and
officers
on board the Bruix with a copy of
iUi- service
naval
of
the
o'clock.
a
component part
TLAYEB"
the book to show Captain Delage.
u
"BILL boaro- of the United States. The officers of
V
"CLIPPER- The captain has now written to
J
the marine corps are on the same ba
Prince Nicolas to say that he submitretirement,
sis for pay allowances,
to
S'
book
statement
Loti's
in
ted the
,
TIVOU OPERA HOUSE OPENING
etc., as officers of the infantry, Uni
his officers. All were unanimous in
ted States army.
San Francisco Calif., March 10.
characterizing it as gratuitous, and
The commissioned strength of the Music lovers in San Francisco and
declared emphatically that nothing
marine corps is divided as follows:
are agog in anticipation of the
that they had said or written could
Line Staff vicinity
Loti
this week of the magnificent
as
taken
be
opening
authorizing
possibly
commandant 1
new Tivoli opera house which has
to cite their testimony for facts of Major general'
3
8
Colonels . . .
been erected on the site of the famous
such a nature, which had never come
5
7
colonels
Liehtenant
old TIvolL In respect to size, the
within their xperience.
8
20
luxury of its interior furnishings and
Captain Delage added that he had Majors
13
94
the completeness of its stage equipdrawn the attention of the minister Captains
96
lieutenants
ment the new Tivoli will bear comof marine to the way in which his First
90
Lieutenant
with the finest opera houses in
officers' names had been invoked Second
parison
There are at present 14 vacancies America.
COMIC MUSfC
The formal opening has
without their consent or knowledge,
J
i
lieutenant.
WEIRD MUSIC
second
of
in
the
grade
to
Loti
been set for next Wednesday night,
and asked him to request
STRANOE MUSIC
is
b
lieutenant
second
a
of
The
'
pay
when the
Opera
suppress the statement in question.
MUSICAL MUSIC
$1,700 per annum, with 10 per cent ad- company will present Luisa Tetraz- AND MUSIC
LOCK BOM
service.
five
years'
zinni in "Rigoletto."
From times to which the memory ditional for each
there are certain allow
of man runneth not back, the pretty In addition
the
in
ances
way of quarters, heat and
had
has
Rhine
on
the
town of Stein
of people in this class is much larger
thereof. The
commutation
or
no taxes. The common lands belong- light,
than was supposed, if one can judge
revenues position, if secured, is for life, on good
ing to the township yielded
from
the number of tickets already
commissioned
officers
sufficient to pay all public expenses, behavior, and
sold
for
the "Comedy of Errors" by
are in line for
and they were 'let to the people at as second lieutenants
Ben
the
Greet
Players, to. be given at
vacto the higher grades as
HAVE AN
Duncan opera houso tonight
prices so moderate that not a poor promotion
the
marine
the
of
occur.
Officers
The ancies
family was to he found in Stein.
The Elks have been greatly sur
to serve at sea on
local authorities overspent last year, corps are required
at the large advance sale of
prised
at
on
shore
and are now trying to lay a tax of vessels of the navy, and
E
tickets.
This play by Shakespeare
naval stations in the United States or
of one per cent on the pro
f
to everyone. It is filled with
appeals
erty holders. They all refuse ,to pay, in its foreign possessions.
ludicrous and
situaIt is requested that, should you con MR.
and there seems to be no way of
IS tions
and
RONEY'S
BOYS
who
sees
RONEY
OF
it INDICATIONS ARE THAT "INTROeveryone
sider it probable that any young men
making them.
himself into a royal good
DUCE ME" WILL DRAW A
A BUSY MAN ALL THE
laughs
of
connected with the national guard
humor.
It
is
a
GOOD SIZED CROWD.
TIME
from
great
prototype
fir your state would be interested In obWhile cutting up a century-olwhich has been developed all the
or
tree on the Slmplo foresters found taining commissions for1 themselves
Tickets for "Introduce
Me" the
One would only need to travel with modern humorous drama of situato the comin the hear of the trunk a bronze others, you communicate
few- tion.
to be given at the Duncan opera
a
his
for
Mr.
and
play
"Boys"
Roney
statue of the Virgin Mary. It was manders of the various organizations hours to discover that the noted managerIt has had thousands of imitations, house on the evening of March 12
full
about a foot ta'.l and perfectly pre- concerned the information that
no easy task. He but will always rank as the first in by Miss Delia Clark and a strong
-musician
has
served. It is supposed that the stat- particulars will he given upon applica
keeps his boys in splendid physical this class. Coleridgo, commenting on supporting company, went on sale
uette was placed In a niche carved tion to the major general command condition, but the robust youngsters this play, remarks:
"The myriad-minde- this morning at Murphey's drus
States Marine Corps,
in the tree and that the wood grad- ant, United
man, our,
and "11 men's, store. Indications are that the play
constant
him
cause
turn
in
anxiety
Washington, D. C. Blanks will be fur
ually grew all around it.
in his efforts to keep tjieir voices in Shakespeare, has In this piece pre- wyl show to a Rood sized audienca.
nished for formal application to those
us with a legitimate farce in Managers Duncan and Browne say
good condition for their six or seven sented
Fifteen per cent of the population who desire to take this examination. concerts a week.
exactest consonance with the philo- they can assure the public that this
secured
of Switzerland are foreigners. There Full information can also be
Memories and precautions are a sophical principles and character of will be one of the really classy at
were 5G5.296 enumerated in 1910, and at any marine corps recruiting office minus
quantity in a boys' makeup, and fares, as distinguished from comedy tractions of the season.
a measure is pending in the federal Heated in the cities given in the at
Miss Clarke, who is a natural
accidents, colds, hoarseness and other and from entertainments." Ro'ife, in
nat tached list.
diet to require them to become
ills of childhood would be frequent bis comments on the play, gives us ' comedienne of ability, plays the dual
Very respectfully,
uralized citizens. The Swiss govern
view of the role of the wife and Francis Everton.
but for the manager's Incessant the following bird's-eyW. P. BIDDLE,
ment finds a eood deal of inconven
of
this far- the novelist, and she is supported1
"With
Errors":
"Comedy
see
that
must
also
He
atchfulness.
to
Major General Commandant.
ience In being frequently obliged
cical plot he has tnterwoven a pa- by a thoroughly adequate company
are
costumes
and
kept
their
clothing
discuss with foreign consuls and i
order, supervise their reading, let thetic story of domestic affection and of artists.
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
.rations nuestions in which foreign
with which the play beThe play tells of the troubles of
ter
writing and general education, misfortune,
over the town and young
is
which it ends, when Mrs. George Nichols' writing a sue- - f
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with
subjects seek to evade Swiss laws by andsweeping
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work
of their
standard
th
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affected,
alike
up
old
;eep
roieys
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are of alien nationality.
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something far mor precious than the
thing won health, without which all
ESTABLISHED 1S7J .
prizes are worthless. A change of
feeling has come subtly p.ver whole
communities. It has already found an
Publlted By
expression In literature. There is a
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
folk back
yearning of
(Incorporated)
to the wide spaces r' the land, and
There
hard work in "the
and
a
producer
for
being
lust
a
is
EDITOR
at. M. PADGETT
in a
wresting a living from nature
combat with the stubd
born soil. There Is a longing for the
independence of "ten acres and freewildom," where, come what will, a
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a
work
guarantees
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sion through the
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it? second class matter.
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QUEEN'S WEDDING DAY
London, March 10. Many of the
London papers this morning recalled
the fact that had King Edward VII
lived he and Queen A'exandra would
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metw vr.RK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, March 10. Financial
strain abroad, particularly in Germany
conled to heavy liquidation by the
tinent on the London exchange and
the weaknesses of Americans there
were transfered to the stock market
Detoday at the opening of business.
to
the
measure
up
n6t
did
clines here
but
rdop in, London in some cases,
low
new
the puotations registered
for
movement
the
present
for
recohrds,
Union Pacific, Reading and Steel,
around which the speculation center-

have celebrated their golden wedding
today. It was on March 10, 1803, that
Albert Edward, Prince of Wales, mar- ried Alexandra, daughter of the late
King Christian IX of Denmark, In St
George's chapel, Windsor. The Prince
of Wales was 22 years old and Prin IT IS EXPECTED
AFFAIRS OF COMMERCIAL
cess Alexandra was 19.
CLUB WILL BE A SUCCESS.
Marllrorough House, to which Queen
ed.
Alexandra returned to live after the
The members of me Commercial
The severity of the decline led to a
death of King Edward, bears many
mute evidences of the love In which club are ambitious for a greater city natural rebound and the market work
the widowed Queen holds the memory commercially, a city with more fac- ed gradually to a parity with last
mainof her late husband. By b'ar express tories, more good business concerns week's close or above. The 'ist
of a
command everything within the pal and more progressive citizens to tained its advantage in the face
call
rate
for
build
town.
and
the
414 per cent reneweal
ace has now been rplaced so that St boost
will
of
One
the
be
were
first
Bonds
heavy.
"get
same
steps
the
loans.
ap
shall present precisely
.Spasmodic selling for both accounts
pearance as it did during the many together" dinners, business men's
business
dinners.
enlivened the market; at Intervals durhappy years she spent there as Prin
went
busiwill
oe
when
occasions
They
has
restoration
Wales.
The
of
cess
ing the afternoon. Many stocks
too
men
Steel
can
ness
of
touching
all
classes
get
to still lower prices,
ineett carried, out down to the smallest
One Year
and CanaWe note a number of our local ex- detail, especially with regard to the gether after business hours, in their 58, Union Pacific 147
Daily by Mai)
will be in- dian Pacific 220. Inactive stocks
clothes.
the
everyday
They
are
preliminary
late
the
doing
were
used
changes
that
apartments
by
Cue tear
boosting for silo building. We have king. The portrait that now hangs formal, strictly business, good fel- also slumped badly, Adams Express
ix Month
breaking ten points.
long passed that stage here. The over the mantelpiece in his private lowship affair's.
The market closed unsettled.
farmers are doing the boosting and room, where he transacted husiness .The sole object of the dinners will
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and
devise
record
to
In
be
and
ways
from Berlin that ten per cent
only
of
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the newspaper
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affairs when he
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their advancement. Roy Spanish-America- is that of the late king taken a short means to make the town a bigger wa shelng paid for money there, to2M
One Tear
,
time before he died. In former days business center, and to secure more gether with estimated sales of 10,000
Six Months
;
the place of this was taken by a practical agricultural development in shares of Canadian Pacific for German
in fact, ev- account in this market, caused wholeUP FOR ALLEGED MURDER
painting of Quee:i Alexandra as a the surrounding country,
the town sale liquidation of classes of stocks
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that
help
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Newark, N. J., March 10. The case bride.
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FRITZ MURDER CASE ON TRIAL.
"a lean lank Yankee" used to be the
May oats, which started a sixteenth
above
wop is merchantable.
Jeffersonville, Ind., March 10 Af- There will be 2,070 promotions
formula to describe the typical New
at 34, sold at 34 and then
higher
or
from
hushels
follows:
1,122
$l,2u0
Oats, about 604,216,000
several postponements the John $1,200 as
ter
to 34.
declimbed
would
that
formula
Knglander,
40.6 per cen remains on farms. Abut Fritz murder case was finally called to $1,300; 522 from' $1,300 to $1,400;
in
scribe us no longer. We have gone 30.9
supply carried
plentiful
Hogs
80
from
be
will
per cent of the crop
In the Clark circuit court today for 122 from $1,400 to $1,500;
indoors and eeatedd ourselves at an
downward. First sales
provisions
60
to
from
$1,600;'
$1,600
to
where
out
grown.
counties
of
$1,500
its second trial. Among the witnesses
lower
cfflce desk. A widening of girths en shipped
from five cents to 2
Barley, about 62,2S3,000 bushels, or summoned to testify are 10 or 12 $1,700; 50 from $1,700 to $1,800; 35 ranged
sues. Then begins that most hope
to
$20.75 for pork;
at
$20.70
with,
May
25
from
to
on
$2,000
farms.
.8 cer cent remained
$2,000;
prisoners from the Indiana reforma- from $1,800
less of all contests; an inactive mid-dllard and $10.77
About C3.7 per 'cent of the crop will tory here. Fritz, while an inmate of to $2,100; 13 from $2,100 to $2,400; $10.72 to $10.75 for
to
for
ribs.
$10.80
age versus stoutness. As well ex- be
5
from
S
$2,500
from $2,400 to $2,500;
shipped out of couniies wberj the reformatory, is alleged to have
pect a woman to. win that long strugThe last Quotations were as follows:
a guard, Hiram to $2,600; 5 from $2,600 to $2,700; 10
grown.
killed
and
assaulted
gle to retain her youth.
Wheat, May 91; July 90; Sep
because the latter from" $2,700 to $3,000. This is twice
M. McWilliams,
To say that Yankees are growing
tember
88.
allowed
last
STATION
of
promotions
SUFFRAGETTES BURN
had reported him for refusal to work. the number
Btout is to say In effect that they
Corn, May 52; July 53; Septem
suf10.
Militant
March
November
on
year.
London,
The killing occurred
have stopped taking sufficient exer-ci&There will be an addition of 2,400 ber 54.
fragettes today et fire to the
21, 1911. At the first trial Fritz was
natas
few
adult
are
males
Oats, May 34; July 34; Septem
and,
Western
this year, an increase of 900
of
Great
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station,
hang,
found guilty and sentenced
urally Inclined to like exercise for its rairload and burned it to the ground. but a
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own sake, this means that the active Sauuderton is about 31 miles from
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nor Marshall and later a new trial improvements that have been made
are
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for
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Lard,
occupations
being
London.-Twplacards were found in was granted by the state supreme this yea.- as many clerks have more
$10.70.
the sedentary. A generation ago we the
September,
a
in
vicinity on which were painted court. At the time of the alleged work thai they can discharge
Yankees were getting our gymnasium
Ribs, May $10.80; July $10.70; Sep
the words. "Burning to get the vote" murder Fritz was serving a term for capable mmner and with this addition
tember
work In the corn field, which is Uie
$10.60.
can be obtained
and "Votes for Women."
grand larceny. One of his brothers more efficient work
best system of physical culture
is also in the reformatory, and his from the employes.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
known to science, though we called it
GIFT FROM FRENCH.
The total appropriation for regular
father is serving a life sentence In
Kansas
City, March 10. Cattle, re
by no such fancy names as "physiof
A
increase
New Orleans, La., March 10.
clerks Is $40,870,000, an
the state prison at Michigan City.
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including 1,500 south
cal culture." We called It getting a voucher drawn
over last year; $1,000,000 ceipts
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lower. Native steers
erns.
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was appropriation for temporary and
steers $6.75
southern
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today by J. Vergnolle, president of
cows and heifers $4.25
southern
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der, long and rangoy nT equal to the loca'i French colony society. The
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I
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7.25; native cows and heifers $4.25
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a
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ever,
mighty
The 08.50; stackers and feeders $8.25
ernment to the new colony hospital
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joungstors left the corn fields ami pital is under the supervision of the
handiest
at
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at
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Simpest,
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tock up lodgings in the hall bedrooms Societe Francalse de Ilienfaisance,
.
to operate,
the $650 grade Is abolished. Te"n thou-sant
Hogs, receipts 6,000. Market lower,
of our big cities. Then those already which has been engaged in benevoas
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dollars Is appropriated
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of Vanadium, the light- - t
Bulk
Built
In the cities proceeded to obtain "in
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wards for inventions of postal em8.50;
packers and butchers ,$8.40
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door jobs" on the theory that it was throe
sec
est, toughest, strongest
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ployes. The practice of shipping
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there that ths mor,t money was to tie
known.
!, ond class 'mattor by froiffbt la to be 8.60; lights $8.458.60; pigs
7.50.
made.
Thus, for able,
The
TONNAGE IS DECREASING
Investigated by a commission.
Largest per cent tire surface
ea. today, we must look not among
Sheep, receipts 0000. Market steady
house amendment to exclude
unfilled
Murdock
March
lO.Tbo
New
York,'.
Muttons
on the ground per pound.
Imlooraters, 'but
the prlBon-'pa'U$56.75; Colorado lambs $8
of the United States Steel
receipts from parcels post stamps (TiS.85; range wethers and
yearlings
among the rud$v cabmen, the rugged tonnage
Greater per cent power per v from computation In fixing salaries ,
vovporattdiv of February 28, totals
i ncaraen of the' fishing fleets,-amonrange owes $16.35.
$5.507.75;
The
Rnllly
defeated.
was
1 tons.a decrease of 170,654 toriR
!
postmasters
pound than any other.
f
the teamsters as they drive around
31 and marks the second
olcht hour law went into effect March
--our streets in summer with their from January
H
t
ex" ft 4
First and After
and Is being used by postoffices
tendency since March of last
I
magnificent great arms (no "gymnas- declining
over the country,
pensive.
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The most satisfactory illuminant for reading or
sewing is Electric Light. By its use the Jarkest
corners of a house are made brilliant.
Have your house wired now. Your house can
be wired at a surprisingly low cost and with but
little labor and annoyance. You should have
Electric light it is the most economical illu-

minant.
Call flain 206 and we will tell you how you can

pay for the Wiring by monthly installments.
-

i

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
New Mexico

East Las Vegas

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
Flour
EMPRESS
CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. StS.OO
and onr
We purchased several carloada of tbla beautiful dinner-wartbe mannfactnrer to give na an exclusive design
coat
to
are
We
of
the
charging
ftaa
"advertising
very
pari of the actual cost of the
price.
ipenae," and only ask yon to fay a percentage
design and cannot be duplicated in
Mt, It la of a beautiful
111 in any retail china store. It la guaranteed by both
anallty for less than
lb manufacturer and ourselves. aack of LARABBE'9 Flour. Bend 08 Ave
There Is a coupon in every
souponsnd 13.00 in cash, draft, postal or express money order, and we will
lend too one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons and
to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Hills Company,
write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to Flour
are also good for Rogers' BilyerwaH
The coupons in LABABEB'8
and other valuable premiums Ask lor desoriptive circular.

torns purchaselowenabled

EMPRESS, you know, is

of children in factories, ; mines or
quarries.
San Francisco cooks will ask for a
nine-hou- r
day. They now work from
12 to 16 hours.
The recepts of the American Fed
eration of Labor have grown from
$174 In 1881 to $207,373 last year.
A total membership of more than
75,000 is claimed by the Painters',
Decorators' and Paperhangers' union.
The wages board of "Victoria, Australia, has fixed the minimum vage
for clerks, Irrespective of sex, t $12
a week.
.
, t !3i
Senator Wagoner has introduced a
bill to prohibit the 'employment of
.

t

their
their sides ts they stand
open stalls on these chilly days. If
the athletic vogue, which we hear
of as a thing of recent r ears, means
anything, H means the substitution
for that physical exercise which we
wd to get In tho firm of play.
The corn Held dwaa better for tis;
lut if we cannot have that, let It
some form of athletics,
put. already the beginnings of a
change are visible. The Indoor jobs
iid iot. s It proved, always yield
brilliant prizes. And even when
fj!..y ,d.id, it was often, .at the price of
In

Pennsylvania has
unions.

112

carpenters'

Given the same care will out
last any other car.

200.000 cars for
At the conclusion of the engage
inctit ofv"Rackety-racIietHouse," the
the Chilat
now'
being
given
play
dren's theater, on the roof of the Century, New York, It will be taken on
a tour of the country. In each of the
cities visited, there will he only one
performance of the Frances Hodgson
Burnett vfarK and that will he a matinee. Plans for the next production
at the Children's theater will soon be
announced.,

...

l9l3

and

yet supply is none too large.
We will demonstrate even if you are
not ready to buy now

When Shall W

W.

0.

CM1?

BOURNE
AGENT

Fountain Square
BOX 553

Las Vegas

FREIGHT

tertainment of the annual convention
of the southwestern division of the
Associated Advertising Clubs of America. Several hundred delegates representing all of the large cities of the
southwest are here to take, part in the
sessions, which will begin tomorrow
and continue over Wednesday. The
conclusion of the gathering will be
marked by a big "banquet.

'

EVENING GOWNS. FOOTWEAR.
NOBBY OXFORDS
and Two Strap Pumps
For Women

Good Lasts

NevVcst
All

0

Slylcs

Sizes

$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00

I

St. Paul, Minn., is to have a labor
temple.
California's 1913 mining output, it
Is predicted, will exceed $100,000,000
In value.
Throughout the world there are
more than six million . members of
trades unions.
Twenty states and territories permit
children under 16 years to work st
night.
Eleven states and territories have
limit for the employment
no

AD MEN OF THE SOUTHWEST
St. Louis, March 10. The St, Louis
Advertising Men's league has prepared an elaborate program for the en-

We Are Showing the Newest Creations
In1 HATS, SUITS. COATS. DRESSES.

RATE CASE:
March 10. A hear.

shrevenort.
rate
ing In the Texarkana freight
in which the Iron Mountain ana
several other railroads are named asbedefendants, was begun here today
we
in
of
Esch
Examiner
fore
case InCommerce commission. The
Texarkana
of
volves the complaint
business men who allege that the
railroads discriminate against their
rates.
city In the matter of freight
he
granted
They ask that Texarkana
to
the same rates as are given
Shreveport.

of New York.
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Flour that makes Baking a Delight
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Electric Light burns in a sealed glass bulb. It
neither devital zes the air in the home nor
gives off products of combustion. Electric Light
is, therefore, the most healthful and the cleanest of illuminants. The merest chi.l cr?n switch
Electric Light on or off without effort and with-

91.

-

Saun-derto-

Children Need Electric Light-ThPure Air Illuminant

SPECIAL

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

Serpentine Crepe,"27 Inches
.Wide, Per Yard

No. 15 Children's Iron Clad
25c Hose, Per Pair

75c

Wo

,

-- -

it

THIS WEEK

--
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-

Store of Quality"

Vcgas
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Hary Wenger and party were visitHARES
ors at El Porvenir yesterday.
A
C,
T, T.,, Turner from the Upper Galli-na- s
PUT YOUR VALUABLE PAPERS IN A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX IN TBE VAULTS OF
was li the city today on a busiis
DIED SATURDAY
ness visit
JV
L
R. C. Ceissof Hiawatha, Kansas, is
Luciano Garcia left lni morntns
in the city looking over the land. He
LAS VEGAS. NEW MEX.
short
a
CAPITAL $110,000.00
his ranch at Cherryvale alter
FORMER EMPLOYE OF THE OPTIC
may locate here.
business visit he:e.
...OFFICEItS.
SUCCUMBS AFTER SHORT
Apolonio A., Sena drove out to bis
F. S. Gould of Hutchinson, Kansas, "ranch at1 balHnas
Cleofes Romero. Vice President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
John W. Harris, President
ILLNESS
yesteria.
Springs
a
with
is in the city for a few days
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
on a short visit '
OF THE
prospect of locating here.
MANAGER
Feliciano Mares, aged 27, wied late
J,, B,, Powers.' a well known busi- GENERAL
Board of Directors
SANTA' FE WESTERN LINES
George Morrison, county civil engi- ness man of Santa Fe, Is In the city
Saturday night at his home on the
a
for
Cleofes
Chas.
Romero,
afternoon
Nahm,
Danziger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor, Clemente Padilla, Jose A.
Sigmund
neer, left yesterday
SURPRISES HIS FRIENDS.
,,
West side. Oedema of the lungs, foltoday on a? short visit
Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer E. Veeder. Jose Felix Esquibel, J. E. Brown, Bernshort business trip at Eibera.
H. A. Halblg of Walter, Okla., canif
lowing an attack of smallpox with
hardt Appel, George H. Hunker.
A. H. Lewis of Raton was a visitor
News has been received here that which the
in
from ,that. place yesterday afteryoung man had been 'suf
Mr.
afternoon.
in the city yesterday
F. C. Fox, general manager of the fering for nine days, was the cause of
noon and will locate herai"
Lewis is a traveling salesman.
Santa Fe Railway Company, has been his death. Mares was the son of
from
returned
W.
N. Rosenthal
Maurice Danzigy and wife returned
Mr. Fox only a snort time
Jose P. Mares, Justice of the peace in
Saturday after a short busi married.
to
in
the city and the news of a West side
was
yesterday from an extended trip
ago
that
at
firm
his
ness
with
visit
place.
precinct and a prominent PRETTY GOOD GRAFT
east.
is a surprise to hib
Chicago and other places in the
citizen. Young Mares was clerk of the
S. P. Jones, representative for the his marriage
son
left
and
yesterday
Juan Silva
friends here. Mr. Fox Is one town of Las
Jones Leather company of St. Louis, many,
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOil
Vegas for several years.
afternoon for Denver where Mr. SUva was'
of the most popular officials of the He was
LAST
BUT
IT
DIDN'T
costumerc.
his
had
he
a printer. Recently
here today visiting
expects to locate in the near future.
Santa Fe, being well known over the been
by El Independiente.
Miguel Romero returned yesterday
employed
afBell
left
yesterday
di
Montgomery
entire system. He was formerly
for
been
has
he
in
He
the composing room
where
worked
had
Fe
fiom
,
Santa
Amaril-loternoon on a business visit to
of the New
of The Optic at various times and ALFRED KELLY IS SENTENCED TO
few days on a short business vision superintendent
the
past
some
for
be
will
His wife was for- was a
Texas, where he
Mexico division.
FOR IMTHE PENITENTIARY
visit.
capable and dependable man.
time.
Miss Mildred Greer Mo van of
OFFICER
PERSONATING
merly
of
Adanis
Mr.
was
Six weeks ago today
Mares
and John McXierney
Bert
S. B. Rohrer of Topeka is in the
Texas.
The following ap united In
to Miss Vlcentita
Rociada returned to that place yes Marhall,
marlage
Mr.
Cascneda.
vhe
at
News.
city, stopping
A new industry in Las Vega3 was
were accompanied by peared in the Amarillo Dally
Gallegos, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rohrer is a well iiown business man terday. They
Local Santa Fe circles vere all Fabian
in the bud by Chief of Police
nipped
His
heartbride
Vasse.
is
Mrs.
Robert
Mr. and
Gallegos.
r-of Topeka.
p.'. I- agog yesterday morning when it be- broken over her husband's death. The Ben Coles yeterday and the promohis
sold
who
M.
J.
lately
Ackerman,
Kox.
S. B. Davis, Jr., and Herbert Clark
vice
come known that F. C.
was taken to the
for
body was buried yesterday, interment ter, Alfred Kelly,
left yesterday afternoon for Santa Fe dairy, left yesterday atertioon
and general manager of the
state
president
memtoday to serve a
penitentiary
was
Mr.
Mares
a
in
southern
the
being private.
and other "places
where they will be for a few days on
western
lines, hadd returned from a
not
lesa
two years nor
term
than
of
Inpart of the state for the purpose of visit to east Texas, bringing 'with ber of the Las Vegas local of the
OVERLAND MOD?!
important business.
more
than
three
years.
union.
will
ternational Typographical
he
to March 1,
.Benito Valdez, formerly employed obtaining milk cows which
a
him
who,
up
bridde,
a
Cha'.les
laborer
Belden,
Yesterday
a
as driver for Boucher's grocery, left hrino- tn i.aa Veeas and
was Miss Mildred Greer Mgoran of
from near Lamar, Colo., was seated
Is'
said.
it
Telephone or call and we will fiave our demonstrator
yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque dairy,
Marshall, Texas.
in the A. T. and S. F. depot, awaiting
CONCERT
CLUB
GLEE
the
for
the
F.
for
E.
will
locate
Conboy, representative
present.
where he
Mr. Fox and Miss Morgan were
the arrival of vebtbound train No. 1.
show ynu.
Mrs. Charles Greenclay left this af- Continental Casualty company, with married in. Jefferson, Texas, last SatHe was rougaly clad, and was seated
in
3nE
was
the
account
of
Denver, Colo.,
WAS THE REAL DOPE in the waitins 'oom alone, about an
ternoon for Denver on
headquarters
urday morning at 10:30 o'clock, Rev.
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co
serious illness of her daughter, Leona, tbe city today. Mr. Conboy was
Cummings of the Methodist church of
hour before the tarival of the train.
who is attendin? school at that place. ...v. J p.nnn ect.ed with the Santa Fe the old east Texas city officiating.
He was approached by one Arthur
YOUNGCOLLEGE
'Arthur Minium has returned from a Railway company here and is well No prevoius announcement of the ap FAIRMOUNT
Kelly, who asked him what was his
Phone Main 344,
Whalen, & Fowler Props
men.
ENTERTAINED
THE
STERS
trip to various places in Missouri and known by all the company
proaching wedding nad been made,
business.
an
FAMILY
FE
SANTA
for
Arkansas where he has been
A, J. Hall, deputy sheriff in Bernal- and the nuptials were so quietly con
Belden answered that he was a la
comoperation on his eye. His eye is
illo, county, with headquarters In Al summated that the event was alborer and was on his way to Arlnona
The big audience that filled the
pletely cured.
to work in the mines. Kelly said he
buquerque, came in from that place lowed to pass, unnoted.
of Morales,
Duncan opera house Saturday night
Mrs. J. B. Campbell
Mr. Fox is one of the most
was an officer, and told Belden that
yesterday afternoon with Barney
known railway officials in the was greatly pleased with the perform- he wanted to see him privately. They
Arizona, came in fromt there Saturday Chiado, who was committed to the
evening for a two weeks' visit with state asylum. Chiado is a dalfgerous southwest, but he manageu to pass ance given by the Fairmount College walked from the station to the end of
Mrs. E. Cravens. Mrs. Campbell is 01 character and restraint
straps were through Fort Worth and Dallas where Glee club of Wichita, Kan. The club the yards, and Kelly asked Belden If
him
from Albu- - his friends are numerous, without appeared as an attraction upon the he had any money. Belden replied
her way to St. Loals.
to
convey
necessary
lo-Jack Gibson, timekeeper in the l quer(1,le'to the asylum here.
letting news of his marriage reach Santa Fe reading room circuit. Hun that he had $10 when he reached Las
two
the
for
offices
past
Fe
cal Santa
acquaintances or newspaper report- dreds of railroad people and many Vegas; that he had spent 15 cents for
ers,
persons not connected with the Santa breakfast and had $9.85 in his possesyears, has resigned and will accept a
ONLY
The information came in the na- Fe family were present to enjoy the sion.
position at Winslow, Ariz. Mr. Gibson
NEW, NICKELS RECALLED
ture of a keen surprise to Mr. Fox's music.
left yesterday for Winslow.
Kelly told him to give him the
The. new nickel that was put out by office associates and to all employes
The club Is composed of over 20
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant
and he would allow him to get
money
solicitor for the Santa Fe Railway the Denver mint lately has been call of the Santa Fe, with whom the offi- young men, directed by jonn ueri out of town; that if the
police should
Satof
United
the
treasurer
in
ed
by 'the
cial is universally popular. Through- Graham. Blanche Maxon Graham was find him
company, came in from Santa Fe
would arest him and
they
reason for this action out all of yesterday, Mr. Fox was the accompanist
ft
The first half of the
urday night where be has been for States. The
him in jail for at least 90 dayi.
on the part of the treasury was the recipient of congratulations, hearty program Bhowed what the boys could put
the past few days on business.
Belden at first refused to give up the
J. A. Riehl, of- action of ..the' designer of the coin, J, and abundant.
A. F. Morrissstt
do with music of the "heavyweight
In the New York Comedy
money, hut finally compromised with
ficials of the Santa Fe Railway com- E.1 Fraser of New York. Mr. Fraser,
Mrs. Fox is the daughter of Mrs. class. They got away good with this
Success
and
the
him
$4.85,
Kelly by gilvng
pany, came in from Albuquerque last a sculptor, in designing the coin, E. J. Love of Marshall, and comes stunt The second and third portions retaining the $5. Kelly assured Bet-name in from one of the oldest and most of the
night and will be In tbe city tomorrow placed the first letter of his
program were respectively
on
face prominent families in that section of "featherweight" and "lightweight ' and den: he was an officer and could place
its
a
businessl
place
to
prominent
company
very
attending
him under arrest if the money was not
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president For. this reason the coins have been the state.
the boys scored a clean knockout In forthcoming. Belden then went south
1
of the Normal University, left yester- recalled' but those who. have them in
Mr. and Mrs. Fox will reside at each. The second, portion was a clown
This engagement will be
on the railroad tracks to the city
I!
will keep 1600
business
their
week's
a
for
probably
howl
Btreet.
with
afternoon
made
crowd
'jpossesslon
the
band
it
and
day
Taylor
the Largest All Star Cast of
limits and turned back and went to
visit at Santa Fe, looking up school them .as curiosities.
laughter and yell for more. The third the west side, where he told the poPlayers Ever Seen in Las
records in the superindent of public 'Jusf t'by- the government finds it
portion was a collection of well ren- lice what bad happened, CWef of
Same cast as dqring
U
Vegas,
to
to
make
time
instruction's office.
necessary from time
dered college songs. The boys put Police Ben Coles was found
and
inand
Mrs. H. R. McKee and Mrs. T. F. apparently purposeless changes in the
Boston
Philadelphia
up a splendid show and Las Vegas
ii
told him his story, giving a fe&cd
McKee, wife and mother of H. R. designs of its coins is one of life's
S. Whithan, GorP.
will be glad to welcome them this
cluding
Coles
officer.
of
the
n
bogus
description
local
set
as
these
In
the
minor mysteries,
changes
McKee, chief dispatcher
way again.
don De Maine, Edward
H
immediately arested Kelly, whom he
Santa Fe offices, left yesterday after- dom are much for the better. If the
Wm. Barbee, Paud
found on the street, placed liim In the
noon for a week's visit in Santa Fe, United States was in the habit ot
BOSTON JOURNAL SOLD
it
told him that 'n was
line
ar1
jail
city
Woodbury,
El
Paso.
and
its
honoring
presidents by placing
Albuquerque
Boston, March 10. Frank A. Mun-secharter'. 'Vilh p serious of'eas-'Hattie Naville,
A. H. Lewis, formerly chief clerk to their profiles on its money there might
Kingston,
this morning sold his paper, the
This morning a criminal Information
the superintendent in the local Santa be an understandable reason for the
Rosalie de Vaux.
Boston Journal. The announcement
was filed against Kelly by District
Fe offices and now employed by the frequent shifts in design and the
was made today, but the identity of
Ward and he was brought
St. L. R. M. and P. Railway company, changes would acquire a historical
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an officer and larceny from
sonating
ed only by caprice.
afternoon.
of the boundaries of Albania. Turkey
nationthe
Since
opening of the last
Asked by the court, why
the
person.
has agreed to mediate by the pow- al campaign it has espoused the cause
"Kvery Woman Should
he committed this offense, Kelly said
ers, and we are now awaiting word of the progressive party and there
See This Play"
was broke and wanted to get some
he
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from the allies."
have been frequent reports that men
court
to
the
He asked
Mr. Asquith added that a settle prominent in that party were nego- "easy money."
bp as merciful with him as possible.
ment had been reached on the ques- tiating for its control.
Judge Leahy Imposed a sentence of
tion of Sorvia's economic access to
not less than two years nor more
the Adriatic and as to an autonomous
than three years In the penitentiary
Albania under European guarantee,
and this afternoon on train No. 1
Kelly was taken to Santa Fe.
Kelly stated that he had lived in
NEW CIVIL EXAMINATIONS
I.as Vegas nearly all his life. He Is
examin-The following civil service
'
about 26 sV"ars of age. His occupaationa will be held here on the dates
tion he W'id was a laborer, working
DIRECT FROM TEE ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
mentioned: March 25 Stenographer
on farms and ranches In the vicinity
and typewriter (male) departmental
of Las Vegas. He is a brother of a
service, salary $840 and $900. March
Chief
former Las Vegas policeman.
"
"
SI
Entomological , draftsman (male)
"
i?
Ben Coles and Santa Fe Officer Norris
MAR.
AT
salary $1,400; April, 2 Library
deserve much credit for running down
salary $74 per month; assistthe false policeman.
ant in economic ornithology (male),
Our instructions to ihe famous editor of the Boston Cooking Sahool
At
$'100; aid (male) salary ?G00 to
Magazine were : "Get up a book of recipes of the things people like 'best. salary
TO
DISBAR
DARROW.
Find the best way to make and bake each one. Then write it out so plainly $720 per year; assistant in refrigeraLos Angeles, March 10. The iiofsl-bl- e
tion (male) salary $1,200 to ,$1,500;
that even an inexperienced housewife can't have a failure."
disbarment of Clarence S. Par-rodental interne (male) salary $600 per
"The Cook's Bock" was tfie result. Some of the 90 recipes were origiwill be considered at the next
SHOW NO.
GREATEST SINEIKC;ACT;
year; assistant in dry land "agriculnated, many of them weto improved upon, and all ,were personally tested by ture
of the 1jo Angeles' Bar Asmeeting
to"
$1,200
$2,00
i;
(male)
salary
this best known authority on cooking in America, and she tells so clearly how
sociation. Announcement to this efassistant In crop' acclimatization,
sliq made everything that one cannot go astray,
,
.
V (male) salary $900
fect was made today by President
l;
to $1,500. April
While some of the cakes and pastry are elaborate enough for any Occasion,
Henry J. Stevens of the nssociation.
9
A Melange of Music and Mirth
Civil engineer Btudent (male) salthe recipes are all thoroughly practical and call for no expensive and unusual
At the second dtrial of the Chicago
In$720.
April
Teacher,
ary
In addition to telling how to make them, the book is beautifully
ingredients.
'lawyer for alleged jur bribery in
dian service, salary as mentioned at
illustrated in colors showing how to arrange and serve the dishes appetizingly.
ot the
connection with 1he
Round
following places:
Valley
McNamara
DlBtrlct Attor.
More than half a million of "The Cook's Book" rife now in use in Amerbrothers,
Ju-fl- er
school, California,
RAYMOND-Nove- hy
(female) $G00;
asserted in court
ican households. Yet the demand is constantly inctehsing.
ney Fredericks
Many send for Pine Ridge day school North Dakota
that Darrow should be disbarred on
two or three at a time to give to friends or yo'ing house '
(male, married) $720; Fort Totten
admissions he had made during his
Most
Famous
uont depend on borrowing one trom a
World's
Keepers,
Dakota
North
school,
(male) $720;
have one of your own.
trial.
neighbor
Truxton Canyon
school,
Arizona,
Boy Entertainers
I
TARLTON
(male) $720; Walker River day school
C
GOOD
FOR
Nevada (female) $60 per month,. 10
M'GINNITY.
AUSPICES Y.M. C. A.
Comedy-Novelt- y
In every 25c can of K C Baking Powder is packed a
months 1 na year; Blrney day school,
Washington, March 10. In succescolored certificate.
Send us one of lhee certificate (paste
sion to John II. Marble, confirmed
River agency, Montana, (male,
Tongue
it on a postal card if you like) with your name and adtoday as interstate commerce
maried) $C0Q; Browning day Bchool,
dress plainly written, aid "1 he Cook's Book" will be
OPER.A
the commisBoin appointed
mailed free of charge. Only one book for each certificate.
Itlackfeet agency, Montana,
(male,
Friday, March 14
Ceorge B. McGinnity secretary, and
single) $720; Moqui school, Arizona
Llovin-- Address: Jaques Mfg. Company, Chicago
:
Alfred II. Holmead as assistant sec65
(female) $600.
been
assistretary. McGinnity hag
Further Information may be obtainAC"ISS!0H: Ciliir.Oi 12; ABUTS, 15 AO 25
35c ant secretary and Mr. llolinend chief
75c
ed from J. R. Lowe at the local
of tbe docket division.
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HOW A COB CAN

j3IIE HAS A GRIEVANCE
MARY BAILEY.

By

COO

"Wouldn't I like to get my hands on
.hat landlord, though!
ejaculated
Sra. Regan, with deep yearning. She
tetood conversing across the low rail-ta- g
that divided her back porch from
)Lhe next one In the Garibaldi flats.
--Wouldn't I,
just! Him talking so
cmootb and pleasant and nodding his
bead: "Yes, Mrs. Regan.' 'Certainly,
Mrs. Regan!' as though his mouth was
full o butter!
"I was just going through the basement o the laundry, when I saw him
talking to the janitor and the janitor
a calling him Mr. Phelps as polite as
could be. It flashed over me here was
my chance.
"I went right cp to him when I
Jieard the name. 'Are you the Mr.
Phelps that owns the building?' says
J. 'Are you the landlord?' 'Yes,
madam.' says he, kind of startled like.
Vjlr. Kelly, the agent being sick, I
thought I'd come around myself and
Jiave a look at things.'
" 'Well,' says I, 'I'm glad to have a
few words with you. Not wanting to
eay anything against any one when
lie's not here, I won't tell you how that
man Kelly has deceived and browbeaten me and said 'yes' and acted 'no'
to a few simple little requests I had
to make. If that man Kelly was to be
esked his own name point blank he'd
eay ii as Jones just because he hates
to tell the truth!
" 'Look at my gas stove! I says.
No.' I says impatient, for Mr. Phelps
looked around the basement kind of
wild, as though he expected to see the
fetove there among the laundry tubs,
uit ain't here, but 1 11 be glad to show It
ito you! Here am I, working myself
Ho skin and bone trying to keep the
mickel on that stove bright and It
5ooks like old Junk.' And he up
he won't furnish a new one because this was new last year. And
one asking him polite and gentle for
niew shelves In the pantry every time
ETve laid eyes on him, and him saying
the'd seo about It and he hasn'tl
shelves are two Inches too wide
I These
ror any shelf paper and I'm a neat wo- Iman and I don't Ilka dust over next
Vbn wall, even if It doesn't show!
" 'Now, 1 put it to you, Mr. Phelps,'
ft save 'is that any way to treat a
(tenant a9 pays prompt each montbT
"'No. no, indeed!' Mr, rneips an
fcwered, breathless like. It you'll ex-

BE A SOURCE

7)

OF PROFIT
WHICH IS BETTER, TO SELL THE
CREAM OR TO MARKET
THE CALVES7

Last Saturday John. Nip pert showed us a check tor $6.75 which he had
just received In, payment for one
week's shipment of cream sold trom
1

"

five cows.

i"377I

Last fall the going price for calves
that had sucked the cows all eummer
was about ?20 a head, which was a

Mr. Rastus I'ze muzzled de dog.
An' now I'ze waitln'.
good deal higher than they generally
Mr. Acker For what?
are.
Mr. Rastus To see If dey's gwinter
It will be seen that this $20 repgo de res' o' de way an' see to de
resented
the entire revenue derived
us
El
bein's.
o'
human
puhtection
dey'll fix up some way o' muzzlin' er from the cow for the whole year.
hln' feet o' er mule, de'll sho'ly stop
Don't forget that, cows that were

er heap o' damage.

INFORMATION WANTED

and-teay- s

fcuse me

He You say that all you want Is
a good home and a good husband. I
can surely furnish you a good home.
She But can you furnish me a
good husband?

milked by the calves, prpducedd $20
revenue last year. On the other hand
what did Nippert's cows produce
in the way of cash revenue? In order
to be perfectly fair, and to make Jie
thing easy to figure out, we will drop
off the 35 cents and say that his
cows brought him, in cash, $1.00 per
week. In 40 weeks this would make
$40 of course, or just double what the
other cows brought in. in the same
time.
Don't forget thac, either!
But that is not all that Mr. Nippert's cows produced
In the first place, each one pro
duced a calf. Perhaps the calf would
not bring $20 at 40 weeks old, but
it would easily have brought $13. This
to be fair again.
Don't forget the calf, $13.00.
Besides this there was quite a lot
of skim milk for pigs and chickens,
and then there was the milk, cream
and butter used by the family.
As Mr. Nippert stables his cows,
there was a large amount of valuable
fertilizer which is worth consider-

figures again and ?r you see anything wrong, let us know. But don't
forget the difference in revenue per
cow, between 20 and 65 or better.
Which pays best? Obar Progress.

HUBBY GOT IT

Just a minute,' I says, taking him
thy the arm. 'While you're here I want
(you to come upstairs and look at the

f

wall paper In my parlor. I've had
'Mr. Kelly look at it every time I've
seen him and he's agreed that I should
have It done over and then he doesn't
o it! Of course, I picked It out when
I came in and that was all right, but
how did I know my daughter Mamie
was going to get a craze to have her
hair dyed that reddish tint? You can
seen for youself, Mr. Phelps, how red
hair won't go at all with this pinkish
paper. Mamie has an artistic temp'ra- .ment and she says every time she has
to come into this room It makes her
teel faint and she Is neglecting her
jpiano practice something shocking

V

just because she can't stand her hair
mext to this paper.
" Henry Dilbeck,
the plumber
around the corner I says, 'is paying
.particular attention to Mamie and,
goodness knows, Bhe may lose him,
Wifey I want to get a big effect
teellng so awful about the paper and with my new spring gown, dear.
(not being able to concentrate her
Hubby Don't worry, darling; you'll
on him as she ought, men
it all right in the bill.
get
so keen on being made a fuss
yv)ver!
Any man with a heart, Mr.
COULDN'T BE WORSE
Phelps, I says, 'would feel sorry for
rMamle and not lot the price of a few
roll3 of paper spoil her life; poor girl!
'Though I don't see why she picked
out that shade of red for her hair,
oven If It is stylish. When will you
end the paperhangers, Mr. Phelps?'
r
"He said at once that he'd see and
started to go, but I stopped him. I
Bald that besides the gas stove and
tthe paper and the pantry shelves I
wanted the floors done over and new
window shades and new gas fixtures
1n the dtnim; room like they have at
Mrs. Casey's In the next street, and
that there ought to be a new carpet,
down the front stairs. All he did was
nod and say 'yes' and agree with me
and I told him that he was a gentleman with sense and Kelly might well
take a lesson from him.
'V'hen I was opening a closet door
to show him where I needed new
Iiooks he opened the front door and
be-!ln-g

Calf
Milk, cream and butter, easily..
Skim milk, fertilizer, etc
Total income per cow

slid out

"I waited and waited a week for
the paperhangers and the new stove
and things and nothing happened,
and then I looked in the telephone
book and called up Mr. Phelps' offlco.
tin dealing with that Kelly for me
when I can get the owner!
"Wbat do you suppose I got? Some
fluip of a girl says: 'Mr. Phelps left
word to tell Mrs. Regan that he'd gone
to the middle of Africa for ten years
and was likely to be delayed gettln'
Iiack and for Mrs. Regan to please seo
Mr. Kelly!

"Kelly! You can't trust any of 'em,
But wouldn't I liko to tell Mr.
Phelps what I think of him? He's
woroe'n Kelly!" Chicago Daily News.
nys L

Tit for Tat.
In one of his witty Thanksgiving
addresses Senator Depew once said:
"Our forefathers went to Thanks-rKivtaservice on Thanksgiving morn
'with blunderbuses on their shoulders
4sand both eyes peeled for Indians and
that got many an arrow wound en
'
route, and left many a scalp behind.
"It is no longer thus. There's truth
is the little boy's dictum.
"'Pa,' fwid the little boy, 'did the
.Inrtimis Ret tie America?'
g

my son.'

" 'And '!'
Ji;ml. ciuifi'f

''.?'

"

we settled the

Wanted

FOR RENT

Eight room stone house,
modern conveniences. Apply 920
Gallinas.

FOR RENT

MARCH 15 to APRIL 15

Ia- -

Rocks, 10 cts, Mrs. Geo. Tudor, O age
City, Kan.

LAS

m

Kfl

FOR SALE OR TRADE for cattle, 2
Studebaker wagon. Phone Main
3--

454.

FOR SALE

Agent

FOR SALE Two dressers, two brass
beds complete, two sanitary cots,
two heating stoves, one cook stove,
all in fine condition. 715 Fourth.

FOR SALT All household furniture,
piano, piano player and music

Of

FOR SALE

16

Horse,

'J- !-
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WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m.
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m
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ATTORNEYS
HUNKER A HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hurk
Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas.

New Mezlec

DENTISTS
DR.

E.

L.

HAMMOND,

DENTIST.

Crockett Building.
Main
Office Telephone
Main
House Telephone
DR.

F.

B.

200

lb,

50 lbs.

to 1,000

Less than 50

200

lb.

HUXMANN

pation.

Adv.

You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience if you
use Chamberlalnls Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

It.,

Each Delivery
Delivery
Each Delivery

lb., Each

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lb.
...aOc per 100 ios.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

.......

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aad
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
ads. search out the people to whom among all e
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth moL
Classified

who read and an rer ads. In this newspaper want (a4
anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical

are

1

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
ho is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribea
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 b., Each Delivery
to

111

Dentist
Dental work of any description st
moderate prices.
Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 131
EaBt Las Vegas, Ni. M.

Other,

X

Ch

n

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

your property unless It were advertised here.

X

Hold n,un,A

1:45 p. m

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST vo omeo
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and
would never hear of

Agent

PILLS
PHICHESTER S.BRAN,,
nd

St

Horseshoe pin set with bril
liants. Return to Optic, and receive
reward.

I

IZtoHZ

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs.

LOST

For tickets and information about
train service apply to

!.

Seventh

m....

a.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

harness and two
716

p. m

RETAIL PRICES I

Lost

irunn

Tickets on sale March 23 to 26
inclusive.
Final return limit March 2!)

-

Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
cemetery trustee.

FOR $1.50 per acre the Big Four "30"
Gas Tractor will plow your land;
any depth desired. Free harrowing.
Virgil H. Campbell,
Mountainalr,
New Mexico.

FA I! 11

D. L. BATCIIELOR,
Law Vegras

af-

Apply

Miscellaneous

From Las Vegas to Albuquerque
i
HI1U

Secretary;

C. V. Hedgcock,

Grand avenue.

buggies. Inquire

ALBUQUERQUE

K

ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,

SALE

Mustb e sold by April 1.

JtKl)tC12l

,

Sixth street.
erman.

ternoons,

-

C. W.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit

I. O. O.

1203

hlgh-prlced-

MAIICH Hi to

o'clock.
Visiting members are
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome,
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.

Household
furniture, B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Mrs. Fred West
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. P. D.
FOR SALE Team of good farm
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Conhorses, 1,050 pounds. Price is right,
don, Secretary.
Cooley's livery barn.
FOR

VEGAS.

FEDERATION

chicks and eggs
Wesner, phone

Baby

for hatching.
Main 454.

10....

Depart
9:15 p.
11:05 p.
. 2:10
2:10

m.....

p.

8

Reds,

second-clas-s

tickets from Las Vegas
to Los Angeles San Francisco,
San Diego and to many other
points in California will be
sold for $30.00. Corresponding
fare from points on other lines
In connection with the Santa
Liberal
Fe
stopover privileges.
Three fast trains daily from
tourist
Las
Vegas
carry
s'leepers and free chair cars.
Harvey meals.
For tickets, reservations, in
formation and copy
of "San Joaquin Valley" folder, apply to
BATCIIELOR,

No.
FRATERNAL
NO No.
BROTHERHOOD
102 Mees every Monday night at No.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglafc avenue.at No.

For Sate

COLONIST EXCURSIONS

2.... 9:10
4.... 11:05
8.... 2:05

329.

FOR RENT Four room cottage In J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
good condition.
every first
Inquire 109 Tenth
street
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat,
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
511 Ninth street
cordially Invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
FOR SALE Modern nine-rooretary.
house,
goo dcondition, fine location, bar
COUN
gain. Inquire M., Optic.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
C1L NO. 804. Meet
second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem
bers are cordially invited. Richard
BABY CHICKS Fine purebred sin
Devine, O. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
Barred
gle and Rose Comb

Because there you will have a
chance to succeed. There Climate, soil and water, In conjunction with intelligent labor,
work wonders. A'falfa, fruits,
garden truck, poultry, and dairy products point the way to
more than a mere living.

EAST BOUND

NO. 2, O. E.

Four room furnished
cottage, barn, 7 acres of land. Also
three room cottage. 417 Eighth
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
street.
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
FOR RENT Papen home on Elev
on the second and fourth Fridays
enth street, good seven rom house,
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
three acres irrigated land, shade
Stewart Consul; Q. Laommle, Clerk.
trees, etc., two blocks from car
Visiting members are especially
line. Call at Investment & Agency
welcome and cordially invited.
Corp.

HER. MAN

TIME CARD

LOCAL

No.
8. Meets first and third Fridays No.
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple, No.
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma- No.
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
CHAPTER

Telephone Main

For Rent

CALIFORNIA

L.

house

WANTED Girl for general
work. 1102 Eighth street.

You Will Like

D.

r

Monday er
Id
Castlt
ning
VisitlBi
Hall.
Knights ar cord!
ally invited. Chai

Arrive

ft

NUMBER, MAIN

PANSFORD

429 GRAND AVE.

r!)Ai

.

" "Yes,

OPTIC'S

SIGN PAINTING

This is on the basis of 40 weeks,
but many cows give milk more than
40 weeks a year, and 't might be
safe to add another $j.O0, whereas
the other system produces no.hing
after the ralf is taken away from the
cow and you can figure on merely the
40 weeks of "roduction.
Striking a balance we find dthat
uiiler the one system the owner gets
$20 per cow er year, and under the
other system he gets $0f per cow per
vear in favor o' the cream-sellin- g
ystem.
It don't pay to feed butter fat
worth from 20 to 30 cents a pound
to grow a calf that will sell for less
than 7 cents a pound.
But this is precisely what you do
when you let the calf suck the cow.
It's like feeding do'ilar bills to a
goat. The thing to do is to run the
milk through a separator and take
butter fat and
out the
sell it in .the shape of cream. Then
replace its feeding value in the skim
milk with Unseed meal or cotton
Percy I baven't-aw-beequite my seed meal at a cost of less than 2
self of late, you know.
I hadn't
noticed cents a pound.
Kitty Indeed?
If the milk thus treated is fed to
any Improvement.
the calf while still warm, the cair
won't know the difference and will
GOOD LUCK
do just as well on oil meal worth a
cent and a half a pound, sas on but- ter fat worth SO cents a pound.
The cow that took the sweepstakes
prize over everything a tho TransMississippi fair at Omaha In 18!)R,
was raised entirely on skimmed milk
In which the butter fat had been replaced by oil meal. Hut lot me give
an idea right here:
Milk is alive when it is first
drawn from tho cow. If exposed to
the air it soon dies.
Please observe that nature's meth
od of transferring ,It from the parent
to the offspring does not allow it to
come in contact with tho rir. Hence,
the importance of feeding the skim
milk while still warm and alive.
just as good at 40 weeks as '.he
ter fat with a cheaper oil fat
By
doing this, the cream-sellinsys
The Parson Do you say your pray
tem
does not lose out on the calf
ere regularly?
Rastus Every night. 1 sleeps U crop.
Now go bark a:,t look over our
a folding bed riow, nh.

1

ery

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, II. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

CARRIAGE

one-wa- y

NO. .

KNIGHTS OF
THIAS Meeta

-

AND

Then

LODGE

DORADO

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm. P. Mills.
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

C;
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1913.
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FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERW. M.,
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line eacfl Insertion. LAS VEGAS
Liebachner, Chai
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
cellor Command!
Estimate tlx ordinary words to line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
RegHarry Martin, Keeper of Record!
No ad to occupy lets space than two
ular conclave seo. d Tues- and Seal.
lines. At!
advsrtls mentt chargsd
day In each month at Mawill be booked at space actually set,
at 7:30 p. m. G. H. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
sonic
Temple
second ans
without regard to number of words.
KlnkeL E.
Chas. Tamme, Refourth Thursday evening ea
Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visltlnt
brothers cordially invited. Dr. B
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
W. Houf, Dictator;
J, ThornMu
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
Secretary.
vocation first Monday- In

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
iarrlwood Finishing,
Hanging
and Gluing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
.
Old Towi
'est Hld Plaza

15.00
4.00
1.00
60.00

A.

RATES

PETER P. MACKEL

calf-suckin-

LODGE NO. 2,' A. F. A

CHAPMAN

COLUMN

tend along the entire harbor front.

(It is quite common to ridicule
the idea of fertilizer, but Mr. Nippert
tells us that he never saw land that
showed better results from the use
of manure than our land.)
Still another advantage was the
fact that the money for the cream
came in every week, to meet the
weekly expenses. It was not necessary to ask for credit "until fall" for
grocries, etc. Now; 'let us figure up
and see how the account jtandds.
Total Income from
system, per cow, $20. No
of any kind.
system:
Income from cream-sellin$40.00
Cash for cream

CAFl

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

i

ing.

'

RESTAURANT AND

8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

ITO

SEA WALL FOR BAY ST. LOUIS
Bay St. Louis, Miss., March 10.
Construction was commenced today
on the new sea wall which is design
ed to give Bay St. Louis better pro
tection from the waters of the gulf
In case of storms. The wall will ex

N. O.

OPTIC

73he

HIS LAST CHANCE FOR LIFE.
Lincoln, Neb., March 10. A last
appeal to save Albert Prince from the
gallows was made to the state board
of pardons today. The case has been
before the courts for more than a
year and has attracted wide attention. Prince, a negro, was. serving a
sentence for burglary in the state
penitentiary here when, on February
11, 1912, he stabbed and killed Dep
uty Warden Davis during services in
the prison chapel. The crime was
the beginning of a series of tragedies
at the penitentiary, in which four of
ficials and three convicts were killed.
Prince was convicted of murder and
sentenced to hang on August 30 last.
The execution was stayed by an appeal to the supreme court, which tribunal later reaffirmed the sentence.
Unless the board of pardons Interferes the negro will be executed on
Friday of next week.

AUTOMOBILE,

LOBBY

! TOE

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buye'.s, of all
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

pos-

If

LAS V,:GA8 DAILY OPTIC: MONDAY,

,r SEVEN

MARCH 10, 1913.
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hp tut

EST WAY TO BOOST

Your business and your city is by the use of correct business stationery. Tell your
business acquaintances in all parts of the country about Las Vegas' climate, people and
advantages by the use of envelopes and writing paper bearing views and information

regarding the community.
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A GOLDEN

IS HONORED

MAN

i OPPORTUNITY

HOFER 13 SELECTED A8 EDITOR OF THE INSTITUTE MANUAL OF THE STATE

i. 8

ending.
S2

draw of Old Taylor
t Uh Optra
Ad,

Try
boa

PARISIAN
DRY CLEANERS
J

SIXTH STREET

Jour

Vt do UtU$e$olDry CUsa
lug la Lsditi' tnd Meo't goods,

Hofer, a few yearn ago a
of the faculty of the New
merilMf
Vttmh KmiVmMf bin
yl
Kid Chrti,
(rram
tie.
u- :
Metfco Normal LniverBlty. now
tit. I'wrry Onion &
Ad- HATS CLEANED
KOhoola
of
t
the
of
l,er1ntend-njubllc
AND BLOCKED
named edllor ln
A, numliijf was IndiKpor.eil
Tu,umcarl, haa
We Ctllind Dclirer
Mnl of the Institute manual of all
MUy ktt'l ui.ablo Ui I,i at bin tlao of
the county institutes in the atate dnr- liUHl(i'M,
MAIN 55
lu? the tondnK aurnmer. The Tucum
-1m
ar! News lias the following to aay re
fcitJiin at her iboe
Mr, K. Wolf'j
at the (imaf lifi'J liny ward stor after
garding Mr. Hofer'a appointment:
TIih atate department of education
luu. honored Tucunicari once more,
"Ml
bundrad Kurd ,ar,i nr io-- IHT ouikiu. J'orry Onion Ik Bon, Adv. The paat week has wltnetiBed the re
dueed (Jul!,
telrit of much mall matter from the
mill in
tha
.Ml
KofU M. lUtuif.ri, lia been m- - city of Holy Faith, moat of which baa
Ford Time. Adv.

i.

We are
placing orders with Eastern furniture

H.

lactones for a large car
Shipment for Spring to

Lct,

ifK

frUi

5

lio

arrive soon.

You can get that
particular piece or kind of
111 thls c
at a great saving to

n

furniture to come
you.

PHONE

GROCER

;nlin,"
T Im rular

at Jui:ero, Mo'ii been directed to Superintendent Hofer
of oitr school. It is learned that this
l
mail i the result of a recent appoint
A iimrrluKM lUw,ns wa Utaued thin merit which makes Hofer the editor-in- liK iilim-tixi l"iiietod to 1m prosonl.
moiling at tlis court nowe to Mana chief of flie Inatitute Manual for all
Cliiiib'i Golden W od ill ii u lty, aged fluiidliia (iura.
2d, and Pedri the county institutes of the state this
,
In Hi
25, iiot.fi are reHldentu year. The many large envelopes con
wood, Jjlroet from tb distil
of I'liurti-clto- .
of c(iiir
tain the outlines of the various bran
lry to you, At tho
Adv.
ches of study required of all persons
MttkH your arancmcnU
to attend who shall be examined for certificates
.1, It, Karnes,
nuent fur tlio Well coIIokq and cuiMiloti: a whole courno to teach during the coming summer
l''urno KxproMs eoni'inny, lit Indisposed In ono ovoiilng.
Tuition 10c The Institutes, and will be used by Mr.
of llmL oIukimh bi,in at 8 o'clock, Tii'; Hofer in the preparation of the work
today iliri'iiiiiin-i- l wlili mi nttiiok
(1,V lit MoIIkmJIhI oliunli.
Adv.
pneumonia,
lutruated to hlra by tho state board.
It is one of the duties of the state
'I'liii
Id'yoM (iiiiiziildK, mi Iniriate of .the bonrd of education to "plan every thing
dli'in'iotM'
ictuiliir
moiiiMy
II I (lull
will Now Mexico JloHplliil, (iKiijiod from connected with the teachers' institute
IMI'lilllljJ of Uln '( Mil II
" liuld In tliti club iiiimitt (oiuorroiv II lit iiIhIHuIIou UiU iiiiuiilnjf. A liuin- Hint will be held In each county of the
imt of hIIcimIuiiIh liipaii looking for state. Jt licenses those who shall have
hIkIiI. All iiiciiiImtb of llm bonid ui
ili'Hi'lilly ii'tjmwIiMl la lin iiitiiiil, u lilia at oiico and II. wax HkiiikIiI Hi, it charge of each Institute, and thore
IiiiwIiii'mi
will lin (nun- - lin would bn found In foro nlnlit.
of liiiMiriniii'
who shall instruct the candidates for
noii'd,
cortlflo.ates to teach. It also provides
Tho fiuioral of Mr. .ManuoHta Con- an Institute manual which
contains
wan bold yoalt'i'ilay
ImIh lliou- - r.a1o
J'lm IUIiiii'm lii tin' I'lii ini
afternoon full information on every subject conii v iirti Inline tilU)Vnl ami (ho JillKO from the I'lmrcli of Uur Lady of Sor- nected will the teaching profession In
;t lit'ln;; fliii'il
for a rociilur IiiihI rows at 1:30 o'clock. Tho furmral wrw New Mexico. TIiIb year it was decidIII lid lllllllie.
I'lllllH
ITo lllllllo ( OlM'll bn Ki'ly ii tended by frloudu of Mrs. ed to have different teachers In tho
ii iJitiilim link In ih
Iiitorniont wag In Mount Btnto tnalie out a certain part of this
IiiiIIiIIiik, I'"! m- - (JotiziUi'H.
V. C. Dennla had manual
llihiK ili'Tliiln tin" I'i'nii ,uiin lii (hill t'ulvnry Oiiietory.
and then submit such parta
Iiiii'ku nf llio ftinerul.
illi'i'tlni).
to Mr. Hofer for his criticism, and ar
rangement for the printers. The perThe IjmIIch' Aid Smlety r' tho sons who have been assigned their
Ii, II, Mi'l'littto, liiKiiiH'tor for tho
Methodlm cliureh win bold
Hnnln l' ItctrrlKoriiliM 1t"HittlU
tholr subjects have now completed most of
l
tli
iinitiii father of mi clnlil roHiilar monthly iiioIIiik at 1ho homo their parts and tho matter Is being
S22 FlfUi put In shnpo for
IMiinitl
Mr. of Mra, A. It. Sjitdcher.
boy born (UU luoiiilnjs,
publication at a raMcl'liule In iiimIii5 I b tiounl Ki'cot- Hlreit, tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 pid rate.
liHiit iiinuiiil to tho rnlhvny
The Institute Manual has usually
boy. Ho o'cltK'k. All ineniberN arnj roqiuVod
mill Mm, MiThnto mio rwolvlng ron to bo on time uh ni'iiK thlii, ban been been ready for use about the first of
ilaiined 1o follow the mooting.
tiMlulnlloim.
Juno In tho twst. The state department wishes to get It into the hands
It. T, Newby, formerly traiiBporla-tlo- of tho teachers earlier this year. It
V, II. Uunltor, our own "lUIUo", wnn
cletk In tho local Santa Fo
ouo of tho xponkem tit a big ileuioeln- is believed it can be ready for
haa been ttelifcted to fill the
lie bmiuuot tit titU!iul,
Calif., on
within (50 days, or about
IhhI Tuewdiiy oveiilu!,
vneiited by .lack OUmoii as tlino May 1.
Mr, lluiikor
llu keoor. John Koci'.lor, who lma been
diibjoct wtm "Tho TIhioh' ttml
Oukhiiot Trllume t,
ha did tt
employed In the cur department for
Mr. HiiiiKer I tt uioniboi- of a tbo iiat two years, will till Mr. New-by'TOMORROW
nd U
ioltioii, (lllison baa been transin eminent law firm ut liuMmul
4
I to
at the V. M. C. .
iletliK well,
lett Iih Veii about ferred to Wtusbnv, AH.
three or iiso,
On account of tli drill In the arJunior boys' gymnasium ciass 4:30
Tho IVtlennan )rporly m8( of The mory of Company 11 lonti;bt tho lliwl-ncs1
Men's Atlhielie club will not o'clock.
Opllo ol'tleo that haa beu a fire tray
and lefuKo for varanta for tho )ist moot. Tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'
Sunday school basketball practice.
ten year, I bolus torn down. The clock tbo club will moot, A four
Baptists 7 to 8 o'clock.
Christians 8 to 9 o'clock.
elty auibotttlea luforuusl tlia ownr round Unit will bo i;lven for tlio mem
Methodists 9 1q 10 o'clock.
of tho irtvuorty that tbo laco nntst bers and tbo baseball team of that
a mooUiiK.
bo Imiuvvod, bit nothing waa dono. cdsanlKHtlon will hold
Tonight
are making
Regular senior class.
ComoMUoutly tbo property has been O'Malley and Hamilton
condemned and will bo disposed of n wonderful progress with tho orgnnlpolntod pHrnlittrwKit

If will county, New Mexico.
drill of Coii-ninheld loululit Irt Ui armory. All
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Let Us Have Your Orders
Early

J. C.

son

JOHxNSEN

"

a'4

(iiilli-KOK-

THE OLD RELIABLE

Any furniture ordered to come in this
car is sold
on a very close basis,
and with the low freight
rate, you can save 25 per cent.

J

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Reynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds, Vice President
Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assasttaut
Cashier

E. D.

8. B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

I

-

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Undivided Profits
Surplusand
.j,'1..
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$35 ' OC

1

Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and
Wihin the Scope of Good Banking.

W
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Interest Paid on

Time Deposits
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THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
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want the highest

quality in canned fruits
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CARD OF THANKS
Mr., S, T. Kline and daughters wish

to all their
friends and neighbors who pave so
generously of their assistance and
sympathy upon the occasion of the
death of their wife nnd mother, Mrs.

J. H. STEARNS

to extend their thanks

What Constitutes a Saniiary Dairy?

Kline,

All

AH

THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:
Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness,

Use The Best At

Times

FERNDELL

i

.,

r

-

Some four years ago we adopted the name
M,v;

Nam

chit-ws-

THAf IS

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

-

soon

1

chase a SANBORJNS"'

"THE KIND

a

i

Just Try

HUIITS QUALITY FRUITS

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY

t

JAMS

We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming tothc.wljvc main principles of modern dairy-

ing
"milk-

designed $i(i?eye,nt

t,he

entrance of bacteria into the

-

That wo were riejit was proven in the government invenr (not made public at the time) in
spection of tlie t
which wo Kcotrd tho highest chiefly because our cooling: and
bottling room was nt the required distance from dwelling or
stable, t
nv-x-

PRESERVES

i

Musi Like Home
Made"

PURE FRUIT
AND SUGAH

t' . v'

Tho very timnuillniy yet very common condition of exposing nilk to
tln nlr of the ilwolllnit bouso
mote apparent when we consider
the owrr of milk to ahsoih thn bacteria of disease and multiply them a
tlioionml fold In few uilmitis, Ahmvst every dwclliniS has disease baet-t- il
of one Mud or another In It oin timi or another. Then tho dust tnd
twloin flout tho onoMni and HvhuJ and slcepinil rtHw passing tbnxgh the
itnom Into tbo attached mllK room tmike tho clrnnest dwllinjl not even a
cb'iMi place for oOlk until It Is bottled and sealed,

COUIUiri' SANITARY DAIRY '
l

tVu

Soviih l

HiO St,

.

I'hon Msun

?12

BOUCHER
'I In Folfrr

FOTIIIT KTA1IS llll;
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